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"Perseverance is the hard work you do after you get
tired of doing the hard work you already did."
-- Newt Gingrich
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important meeting september 5
Here we are at the end of the summer, with the final two months of 2019's campaigns ahead of us.
There will be lots of opportunities for our members to pitch in and help our candidates in the
upcoming weeks. For anyone wanting to get involved and see a campaign from the inside, there
will not be another opportunity like this with this number of candidates for some time.
One of the main purposes of our Committee is to support our GOP candidates. Among the ways
our Committee can do that, and has done that, is by making financial contributions to our
candidates. We intend to do so again this year. In order to do so, we need to revise our Committee
budget for 2019 to authorize the funds needed to make those contributions.
That is the focus of our next Committee meeting coming up on September 5, 2019. It is important
that we have enough members attend so that our quorum requirement is met. If you cannot
attend, please send a non-member as your proxy. Copies of the proposed revised budget and proxy
form are below. They are also available through links on the Official Meeting Call that I issued last
week. Let's pull together to get this done so we can continue giving our GOP candidates support.

proposed revised budget

proxy form

sen. dunnavant's oyster roast

Reception for Del. mcguire

save the dates - upcoming forums
There are some forums coming up that we would like you to know about. Please see the below.
More details will be forthcoming once we have them.
September 23 – Fairfield and Tuckahoe School Board and BOS with Pat O’Bannon. Sponsored by
ChamberRVA
September 24 – Public Safety/Law Enforcement Forum with Owen Conway and Bob Matson.
Sponsored by Henrico GOP
October 9 – Senate District 12 with Senator Dunnavant and Del. Rodman.
ChamberRVA

Sponsored by

October 10 – Public Safety/Law Enforcement Forum with OwenConway and Bob Matson.
Sponsored by Henrico GOP
October 15 – Public Safety/Law Enforcement Forum with Owen Conway and Bob Matson.
Sponsored by Henrico GOP (to be confirmed)

upcoming Call nights

Below are the call nights and sign-up information. Hope to see you
there.
September 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 19, 24, 16
October 1, 3, 10, 15, 17, 22, 24, 29
Sign Up Link: https://bit.ly/2MkJvPO
Or email Kristen at kristen@dunnavantdelivers.com

filipino festival 2019

Thanks to all the candidates who were able to make it out to the Our Lady
of Lourdes Filipino Festival this year. And thanks to Ted Whitlock for
organizing the Committee's tent, tables and ground game for it to help
support our awesome candidates.

PRESERVING LIBERTY AND KEEPING THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC
By Eddie Whitlock
We’ve been looking at LIBERTY for over a year. Over the last three months we’ve been focused on the
American system of government, exploring the strengths and weaknesses in this system. We’ve
discussed limited government and the strengths in our system, as well as the first two of five
weaknesses. This month we explore weaknesses three and four. I stated that I believe there must be a
limited, responsible, strong-party system. Each term has meaning. Please read on!
There Must Be Limited Government
Current Weaknesses in the American System of Government.
Problem Three: The federal tax system has strayed from pure revenue collection to an agenda driven
system.
In 1913, upon the passage of the 16th Amendment to the Constitution, Congress gained the right to
levy an income tax on both corporate and individual incomes. The argument supporting that passage
was that the federal government needed a reliable money stream to accomplish its legitimate
government purposes. However, the federal tax code has become extremely complicated, containing
numerous individual exemptions. In many cases these exemptions are designed to do more than
simply raise revenue for legitimate government purposes; they are designed to promote agendas, and
to “punish” other agendas by taxation.
By straying from pure revenue collection and adopting an agenda driven system, we are economically
rewarding and punishing taxpayers. We are repressing economic growth. An agenda driven tax
system violates basic principle four: “Citizens do not have the right to take the property of others for
the purpose of redistribution to other citizens.” An agenda driven tax system violates basic principle
seven: “In making laws and policies and in enforcing the laws, a society may limit personal liberty only
to the extent necessary to protect the legitimate interests of that society.”
Solution Three: We must adopt a reasonable flat tax with no deductions.
A flat tax system applies the same tax rate to every taxpayer regardless of income bracket, usually
with no deductions or exemptions allowed. A flat tax system makes filing easier, giving every
taxpayer an interest in the system where everyone pays something. It also gives taxpayers incentive
to earn more because they are not penalized with a higher tax bracket. Without this incentive
economic growth is repressed. The adoption of a reasonable flat tax (such as 15 %) on all income
(including dividends, distributions, capital gains, and other investments) with no deductions or
exemptions allowed would also take away government’s ability to promote agendas through tax
legislation.
Problem Four: The judicial branch tries to create legislation.
Our system of separation of powers with checks and balances is threatened by judicial activism –
judges who try to legislate from the bench. In early school lessons we were taught that we have three
distinct branches of government (executive, legislative, and judicial) which are kept separate and have
separate functions. The legislative branch is to make the law. The executive branch is to enforce the
law. The judicial branch is to interpret the law.

PRESERVING LIBERTY AND KEEPING THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC
Cont'd
Especially since the FDR presidency there has been a trend toward liberal judges issuing rulings often
not based on existing law but creating laws to promote a liberal social agenda. Creating is not
interpreting; creating destroys our system of separation of powers and checks and balances. The result
is an increase in the concentration of powers, leading to a government with the power
to violate basic principle seven.
Solution Four: We must limit the judiciary to its enumerated constitutional powers.
If you agree that the judiciary is destroying our system of separation of powers with checks and
balances, then the judiciary must be limited to its enumerated constitutional powers. How?
1. Strictly adhere to the provisions of the United States Constitution. The Constitution was and
remains a brilliant and insightful governing document; adhering to its division of powers is essential
to keeping the American Republic. The judicial branch should only interpret the laws
made by the legislative branch; it must not try to make laws by its rulings, which happens all too
often. We must strictly adhere to the provisions of the Constitution to ensure that no part of
government gains sufficient power to violate basic principle seven.
2. Adopt term limits for all judges. The Founding Fathers wanted a separation of powers with checks
and balances between the legislative and judicial branches. They were concerned that if legislators
appointed judges, then legislators could control their rulings, thus defeating separation. Therefore, the
Founding Fathers provided lifetime appointments for (some) judges. They did not expect judges would
abuse their power by legislating from the bench, which defeats separation.
Accordingly, judges must have a reasonable term (such as five years), after which they must return
before the legislature for reappointment if they so desire. This will then hold judges accountable for
their rulings. Citizens can hold legislators responsible for their judicial appointments, or not reappoint,
at the ballot box pursuant to basic principle three: “Once formed, a society may… Elect a governing
structure....”
Next month we’ll explore the fifth weakness in the American system related to limited government:
Government is threatening individual rights and liberty.

(Eddie Whitlock is an attorney in private practice and is a name partner in the firm of
Lafayette, Ayers & Whitlock, PLC, located in Henrico County. He is the Immediate Past
Chair of our Committee and volunteers on many boards and other civic organizations,
including the Henrico Economic Development Authority and the Knights of Columbus.
He is also a veteran, having served in the U.S. Army. Eddie is a true servant leader who
leads by example. )

look to the future
By Bob Dutton
What are you doing for the future of America, the future of Virginia, and the future of
Henrico County? What will you do when you stand in a voting booth, November 5th?
These are broad questions – but also narrow questions. How will you respond? Can I
suggest that your reaction to politics at each level, your thinking, and your involvement
all have a part in the future for all of us.
We’ve been created as individuals, with varied backgrounds, education, and experiences.
How we respond to these stimuli determines the future for our lives. For example, when I
was growing up, my mother fixed liver at least once a week. “Eat it; it’s good for you.” I
never liked what was put on my plate, but I had to eat it or be sent to my room. Having to
eat liver every week had a negative impact on my life.
On the other hand, a positive impact has been having the privilege of traveling the world
meeting, eating and worshipping with folk who speak difference languages, eat different
foods, and live in different cultures from that in which I grew up. (I’ll eat liver with them,
but I still don’t like it!)
We are all influenced by external events. How we react to those experiences then
determines, for example, how we vote, whom we vote for, and whether we choose to get
involved in politics or not. The bottom line: How I choose to allow outside influences
affect my life will determine how I live and vote, AND have an impact on the future of
Henrico County, Virginia and America.
We may not all have the same values, but for each of us, those values determine how we
make our decisions, and how we will vote in November. At the August breakfast, John
McGuire said, “We can’t control others; we can only control ourselves.” The future of
Henrico County and Virginia is in your hands. What will you do on November 5th?

Bob spent many years as a broad-cast writer, editor, announcer and producer. Semiretired after 35+ years in the Air Force, Bob works with the International Mission Board at thei
r Learning Center in Rockville, and is an ordained minister. Bob edits pieces submitted to the H
enrico Review and is a frequent opinion contributor.

UPCOMING HENRICO GOP EVENTS

LOCAL & STATE

Important Business Meeting
September 5, 2019
Henrico County Gov't Center
4301 East Parham Road
Henrico, VA 23228
7pm-8pm

September 10, 2019
Meeting
Henrico Board of Supervisors
7:00 p.m.

September 7, 2019
Breakfast
Atlas 42, 4032 Cox Rd - Suite A
Glen Allen, VA 23060
8am-9am
Guest: Millennial Discussion Panel

September 24, 2019
Meeting
Henrico Board of Supervisors
7:00 p.m.
September 26, 2019
School Board Meeting
6:30 p.m.
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